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Outdoors Victoria, in partnership with the Australian Council for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (ACHPER Victoria), Environment Education Victoria (EEV), Geography Teachers
Association (GTAV) and Parks Victoria (Parks Vic) will produce 15 Teacher Toolkits between 2018
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Outdoor Learning in Reading & Writing
Outdoor Learning in Speaking & Listening
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Outdoors Victoria, in partnership with ACHPER (Victoria), EEV, GTAV and Parks Victoria, are
always interested in finding out what is occurring in the outdoors in your school.
If you are proud of a new program you have implemented or would like to be involved in, or
contribute to any of the Teacher Toolkits, contact any of the above organisations.
(Contact details are provided on the final page of this document)

Outdoors Victoria, in partnership with ACHPER (Victoria), GTAV, EEV and Parks
Victoria, respectfully acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land and
their Elders past and present, for the important and enduring role that Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples play in Australia regarding the land, water and
sky used for learning in the Outdoors.
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This Teacher Toolkit is offered as a framework for developing your own
curriculum specific ideas and activities for Outdoor Learning. It is quite
flexible and should be adapted to suit your needs. Remember to note the
benefits of Outdoor Learning in your teaching area, and to provide tips
wherever you can for embedding Outdoor Learning into the curriculum.
Include relevant research, case studies and examples that might assist
teachers. Teacher Toolkit 1 Benefits of Outdoor Learning presents
research that will help you argue the case for taking students out of the
classroom.
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TEACHER TOOLKIT 14

Outdoor Learning in English
(Speaking & Listening)
The teaching of English presents many and varied opportunities to engage in outdoor learning.
Within the 15 Toolkits delivered in this series, each curriculum area has been provided with one toolkit
document. Due to the breadth and size of the English curriculum, this curriculum area has been broken into 2
toolkits with varied focus areas. Toolkit 13 will look at opportunities to embed Outdoor Learning in Reading and
Writing activities. Toolkit 14 will look at opportunities to embed Outdoor Learning in Speaking and Listening
activities. Due to the close relationship between Reading and Writing as well as Speaking and Listening there will
be elements of cross over between the 2 documents, when this occurs it will be highlighted.
Literacy is not limited to the teaching of a collection of distinct skills or capabilities; reading, writing, speaking
and listening. It involves equipping children with the means to make meaning from the world, and themselves,
and pervades all learning areas. Literacy, and its associated skills, enables people to participate in society and
the wider world, by interpreting and using language.
In this way, English and outdoor learning provide opportunities for children to interact with, describe and
interpret the natural world. Children will be using their senses to record observations, develop their vocabulary,
engage in discussions and compose authentic and meaningful multimodal texts.
This document offers more than ten learning experiences that can be used from Foundation to Year 6, to
promote outdoor learning in English. The learning experiences have been designed to inspire teachers of all
levels of experience and build confidence when engaging in outdoor learning. It is hoped that the provided
lessons will be viewed as a starting point to be developed, grown and adapted, based on your context,
environment, passions and interests and, most of all, the students you teach.

Benefits of Outdoor Learning in English (Reading & Writing)
According to Wirth and Rosenow (2001) ‘A rich outdoor learning environment allows children to connect their
learning activities indoors (reading books about insects) to their experiences outdoors (observing insects)’ (p.
45). However, the benefits of embedding outdoor learning in English are not limited to making connections
between different types of knowledge. Extending the learning space outdoors has benefits for all areas of
children’s literacy learning and creates opportunities to develop them holistically.
We know that authors write from their own experiences, therefore if we want students to write engaging and
imaginative texts, we need to provide them with varied and authentic experiences to draw on. As teachers, we
cannot assume that all children have the same access and opportunities to the outdoors and the natural world.
We have a responsibility to provide students with sensory experiences and engagement with the natural world
which they may not have in their home lives. In this way, we can cultivate a sense of wonder for the natural world
and foster all the benefits it brings to their literacy development (Wirth and Rosenow, 2012).
Outdoor learning is multisensory and holistic and when utilised appropriately, it enhances children’s creativity
and capacity to observe (Crain, 2001). Outdoor spaces present opportunities for drama through composing and
performing plays, based on familiar stories, beyond the confines of indoor learning spaces. Outdoor language
experiences develop prior knowledge and introduce new vocabulary. Outdoor learning is also valuable for
English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EAL/D) children as it offers a low stakes opportunity to engage with
peers. Moreover, EAL/D students can be positioned as experts, by sharing knowledge of the outdoors in their
home language. Outdoor learning is also valuable for students who are learning another language because it
enhances existing knowledge, development of vocabulary and language of interaction through authentic
experiences. Finally, embedding outdoor learning into the teaching of English can have a positive impact on
children’s motivation and engagement with reading and writing. In his research into the use of an outdoor
classroom and nature study in a year 3 class, Eick ‘witnessed a heightened motivation to read, write, and draw in
those children who struggled most with engaging in literacy activities’ (p. 800).
All this points to what primary school teachers already know about how children learn best. That for learning to
be effective, it needs to be situated in authentic and meaningful contexts, based on real-world experiences with
opportunities for reflection and dialogue.
References
Crain, W. (1997). How nature helps children develop. Montessori Life, 9(2), 41-43.
Eick, C.J. (2012) Use of the outdoor classroom and nature-study to support science and literacy learning: A narrative
case study of a third-grade classroom. J Sci Teacher Educ 23, 789–803. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10972-011-9236-1
Wirth, S., & Rosenow, N. (2012). Supporting whole-child learning in nature-filled outdoor classrooms. YC Young Children,
67(1), 42.
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ACTIVITY 1

The Spelling of
'Insect'
After investigating and finding insects, the students focus on
the orthography of the word.
Step 1 - Look at the pictures of insects and discuss.
Step 2 - List the features of insects and talk about as a group.
Step 3 - Make a list of all the different insects we know.
Step 4 - Walk around the schoolyard, local park, environment looking for
insects or take a hula hoop outside and place on the grass/ asphalt/ dirt
and draw / list what you see.
Step 5 - Share with the group.
Step 6 - Teacher uses either etymonline.com or Google dictionary to look
up the history of the word <insect>. Show through word sums that the
base is <sect> and that insect is related to other words such as section,
intersect etc.
in + sect insect
dis + sect dissect
sect + ion section
Discuss the meaning of the base <sect> - cut into parts and show the
students a diagram of the parts of an insect: head, abdomen and thorax.

Equipment & Materials
Pictures of insects
Butcher’s paper and textas

EXTENSION
SUGGESTION
Teachers may like to extend
this activity into a more
indepth investigation of the
types of insects, features of
insects etc.

Curriculum Outcomes
5-6

Understand how to use banks of known words, syllabification, spelling patterns, word origins,
base words, prefixes and suffixes, to spell new words, including some uncommon plurals
(VCELA312)
Understand the use of vocabulary to express greater precision of meaning, and know that
words can have different meanings in different contexts (VCELA325)
Understand that the pronunciation, spelling and meanings of words have histories and change
over time (VCELA333)
Understand how to use banks of known words, word origins, base words, prefixes, suffixes,
spelling patterns and generalisations to spell new words, including technical words and words
adopted from other languages (VCELA354)

Additional Language Opportunities:
Incorporate the use of the target language when creating the lists of insects.
Include illustrations/images of the different insects to assist EAL/D students

Additional Resources:
Online Etymology Dictionary: https://www.etymonline.com/
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ACTIVITY 2

The Spelling of
'Natural'
After investigating and classifying objects into natural or
man made, the students investigate the spelling of the
word ‘natural’
Step 1 - Discuss and define the meaning of natural and man made/
artificial.
Step 2 - Sort the pictures/ objects into whether they are natural or
man made. Discuss each one and features of each object.
Step 3 - Take the students outside with a list and from their
observations they list things they can see that are natural or man
made.
Step 4 - Teacher and students hypothesise about the base element
of ‘natural’. Using related words and word sums show how a range
of words are constructed. Eg.
nate + ure nature
nate + ure/ + al natural
in + nate innate
Step 5 - Teacher uses either etymonline.com or Google dictionary
to look up the history of the word <nature>. Discuss the meaning of
the base <nate>
Step 6 - Conclude with a discussion about Earth’s finite resources
and about the importance of recycling.

Curriculum Outcomes
3-4
5-6

Recognise most high-frequency words, know how to use
common prefixes and suffixes, and know some
homophones and generalisations for adding a suffix to a
base word (VCELA250)

Equipment & Materials
Cards with pictures of
natural and man-made
objects
Artefacts: natural and
artificial eg. Shells, plastic
blocks, glass,etc.
Chart to sort observations:
natural and man-made

EXTENSION
SUGGESTION
Teachers may like to extend
this activity into a more
indepth investigation of
processes used to make
natural products into things
we can use.
This activity could also lead
into a discussion/ study about
recycling.

Understand how to use banks of known words, syllabification, spelling patterns, word origins,
base words, prefixes and suffixes, to spell new words, including some uncommon plurals
(VCELA312)Writing
Understand the use of vocabulary to express greater precision of meaning, and know that
words can have different meanings in different contexts (VCELA325)
Understand that the pronunciation, spelling and meanings of words have histories and change
over time (VCELA333)
Understand how to use banks of known words, word origins, base words, prefixes, suffixes,
spelling patterns and generalisations to spell new words, including technical words and words
adopted from other languages (VCELA354)

Additional Language Opportunities:
Incorporate use of the target language when distinguishing between ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ - use the
target language for these words.
EAL/D students may like to include illustrations to assist in the communication of their ideas;
illustrations to demonstrate their understanding.

Additional Resources:
Online Etymology Dictionary: https://www.etymonline.com/
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ACTIVITY 3

The Very Noisy
Baby
The Very Noisy Baby is about a baby who is able to make
many sounds which sound like animals which have gone
missing.

Activity 1
Step 1- Read the story, ‘The Very Noisy Baby’, outdoors in the school
grounds.
Step 2 - After the story the children listen to and list the noises they
can hear coming from the environment.
Step 3 - Children then try to separate noises into two categories, man
made noises and noises from the natural environment. For example:
Man made noises:
Car Engine
Ambulance Siren
Children Talking

Nature made noises:
Bird chirping
Leaves rustling
Fly buzzing

Equipment & Materials
Alison Lester’s book ‘The Very
Noisy Baby’
A whiteboard and markers.
(Children may use their
whiteboards or workbooks or
scrap paper)

Step 4 - Teacher models the writing of sentences which describe the
sounds which could be heard when listening in the outdoor environment.
For example: When we were outside we could hear a bird chirping. When we were outside we
could hear an ambulance siren...

Activity 2
After listening to the story, the children will be matching pictures
cards with sound and noun cards.

Equipment & Materials
You will need a copy of Alison
Lester’s book ‘The Noisy Baby’.
A set of ‘Noun’ cards.
A set of matching picture
cards.
A set of matching sound cards.

Step 1 - Teacher prepares ‘Noun’ cards. Each card will contain the
name of an animal. For example: include the animals from Alison’g
book. Lion, tiger, horse, owl, cow, bird. Include other animals such as
dog, cat, rabbit, frog, echidna, kangaroo, kookaburra...until there are
at least enough animals for each child in your classroom. Pair each
noun with a picture card. Now pair each picture and noun card with
its matching sound. For example: Lion and ‘roar’. Tiger and ‘growl’. Owl with’ hoot’.

Step 2 - Hide these cards in your natural environment/playground. Make sure to spread them randomly.
When the class goes outside, they must pair up with a buddy to find a noun card, its matching picture
card and sound card.
Step 3 - Once this is done, each pair of children must write a sentence to join the noun with the sound.
For example, The lion can roar.
Step 4 - Children act out their animal. Roar like a lion, hoot like an owl...
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ACTIVITY 3 CONT.

The Very Noisy Baby cont.
Activity 3
The story plot follows a number of problems that have a
common solution. The children will be roleplaying outside
once the organisaton of roles and responsibilities has been
decided in the classroom.

Equipment & Materials
Alison Lester’s book ‘The Very
Noisy Baby’
A whiteboard or computer

This activity will work best after the children have heard several
readings of the story.
The story plot follows a number of problems that have a common
solution. The children will be roleplaying outside once the organisaton
of roles and responsibilities has been decided in the classroom. This
activity will work best after the children have heard several readings
of the story.
Step 1 - Teacher reads The Very Noisy Baby. In the classroom.
Step 2 - The children remember the characters in the story. Teachers lists these on a whiteboard or
computer screen. Children write a recount of the story making sure to include key characters, their
matching sounds and how they were found.
Step 3 - The teacher discusses the role play activity and delegates roles to each child. Children may make
head bands/masks of their character to wear.
Step 4 - Go outside to roleplay the story.
Step 5 - The teacher or child narrator reads the story as the class reenacts the story. Focus on what the
problems were and how they were solved. For example:- Coco the Keeper, ‘My problem is I’ve lost my
tiger’.The sister, ‘My babysitter can solve your problems.’This activity could take two or three sessions to
complete.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Understand the use of vocabulary in familiar contexts related to everyday experiences, personal
interests and topics taught at school (VCELA167)
Understand that language varies when people take on different roles in social and classroom
interactions and how the use of key interpersonal language resources varies depending on
context (VCELA235)
Listen to and respond orally to texts and to the communication of others in informal and
structured classroom situations using interaction skills, including listening, while others speak
(VCELY174)
Make short presentations, speaking clearly and using appropriate voice and pace, and using
some introduced text structures and language (VCELY211)

Additional Language Opportunities:
Text: The Very Noisy Baby by Alison Lester.
Talk about and list the names of the animals using the target language. Introduce the sounds of these
animals using the target language. For example; describing a dog’s bark (‘woof’) differs from language to
language. Search on YouTube to find examples of these to show to your students.
Text: Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy by Lynley Dodd.
Incorporate the use of the target language when describing characters and scenes. Students can use
these words to describe their environment as part of the outdoor trail.
Text: Can you find me? by Gordon Winch and Patrick Shirving.
Incorporate the use of the target language (colours, shapes etc) when describing the outdoor areas.
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ACTIVITY 4

My Treasured
Snap
After sharing the picture book and a discussion about what
was in the creature’s suitcase, the students venture outside
to find their treasured place. This is captured with a photo.
The student has to discuss why they have chosen this.
Step 1 - Read the picture book The Suitcase to the students
and discuss.
Step 2 - Ask questions to help gain a deeper understanding of the
text eg. ‘Why do you think he had the photograph of the cabin in
his suitcase? What do you think had happened to the animal?
Step 3 - Introduce the idea of a treasured photo of a special
place/thing and ask the students to think about where/what they
would treasure.

Equipment & Materials
'The Suitcase' by Chris NaylorBallasteros
iPads, phones or cameras to
take photos

Step 4 - Walk around the schoolyard, local park, environment
looking for possibilities.
Step 5 - Take phones, cameras, iPads to take a photo. (With
younger children have parents, buddy class to take the photos
and look after the devices)
Step 6 - Students can write about their treasured photograph to
explain why it has an important place in their heart.
Step 7 - Students share through their writing or oral language to
explain about their special place to a small group or whole group.

EXTENSION
SUGGESTION
The students could email their
photo to a special person
(parents, grandparents,
friend) who they also ask to
take a photo of their special
place and discuss their
reason for choosing.

Curriculum Outcomes
3-4

Identify the effect on audiences of techniques, including shot size, vertical camera angle and
layout in picture books, advertisements and film segments(VCELA248)
Draw connections between personal experiences and the worlds of texts, and share responses
with others(VCELT251)

Additional Resources:
Special place writing - https://proudtobeprimary.com/my-special-place-writing-monets/
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ACTIVITY 5

'Chalking' Food
In this lyrical, beautifully observed story , a young girl
camps by the river with her family. Through her eyes, we
see life as it would have been two hundred years ago.
Murrawee is a friend and guide as we experience the
rhythms of one day and become strikingly aware of what
can be gained, simply by listening and sharing.

Teachers will be able to modify each activity to suit their
particular age group.

Activity 1: Speaking & Listening
Step 1 - Take the class outside and sit in a “Yarning circle.” Read the
story to the class.
Step 2 - Discuss and brainstorm some of the foods that both of the
children had gathered such as the duck eggs etc. Make a list onto large
butcher paper to keep for further activities.
Step 3 - Give the children some coloured chalk and children can draw
the animals and food that was gathered throughout the book onto the
asphalt/concrete area.

Equipment & Materials
A copy (or video) of the text
'You and Me Murrawee' by Kerri
Hasmi
Butchers Paper
Textas/Pencils
Chalk

Step 4 - Take photos of what the children have created.
Step 5 - Compile the photos into a book and use the butcher paper ideas to add any special words to the book.

Activity 2: Comparing & Contrasting
Step 1 - Children to complete a Venn diagram.
Print the Venn diagram from this resource:-https://www.studenthandouts.com/graphic-organizers/relationships/blankvenn-diagram-printables-with-instructions.html
Step 2 - Compare what is the same or different between the 2 characters.
Step 3 - Students now complete another Venn diagram, but this time get students to compare: "YOU and the
characters".
Step 4 - Students discuss: "Are the characters the same or different to you?

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Understand the use of vocabulary in familiar contexts related to everyday experiences, personal
interests and topics taught at school (VCELA167)
Share feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in texts (VCELT171)
Listen to and respond orally to texts and to the communication of others in informal and structured
classroom situations using interaction skills, including listening, while others speak (VCELY174)
Deliver short oral presentations to peers, using appropriate voice levels, articulation, body language,
gestures and eye contact (VCELY175)
Discuss the characters and settings of different texts and explore how language is used to present
these features in different ways (VCELT219)
Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin to
make conscious choices of vocabulary to suit audience and purpose (VCELA237)
Listen for specific purposes and information, including instructions, and extend students’ own and
others' ideas in discussions through initiating topics, making positive statements, and voicing
disagreement in an appropriate manner (VCELY244)
Rehearse and deliver short presentations on familiar and new topics, speaking clearly and varying
tone, volume and pace appropriately, and using supportive props (VCELY245)

Additional Resources:
Video of text 'You and Me Murrawee' by Kerry Hashmi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZFwqpKDCCo
Yarning Circles - https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/about/k-12-policies/aboriginal-torres-strait-islanderperspectives/resources/yarning-circles
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ACTIVITY 6

Obstacle Course
This activity is going to highlight the importance of the clear
use of speaking and careful listening.
Step 1- Using the outdoor environment, create an obstacle
course with a variety of objects, be that natural features such
as trees / gardens or cones and balls.
Step 2 - Break students into pairs, taking in turns one student is
blindfolded and their partner must direct them through the obstacle
course using their voice only.
Step 3 - Swap partners so each student gets a turn. Remind students
about the importance of clear and consistent communication.
Step 4 - Once students have each had a turn, have them form a
group of 4 with one other group of 2. Whilst this is occurring change
the elements of the obstacle course so it is not directly the same as
previously.

Equipment & Materials
Blind Folds
A variety of objects that can
be used in an obstacle
course

Step 5 - Have 1 student out of the 4 place on the blindfold, have one
student give instructions. The other 2 students are going to be making
noises trying to distract the student undertaking the obstacle course. This change stresses the
importance of clear speaking and listening skills.

Step 6 - Swap partners and groups until all students have had the opportunity to undertake each role.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Understand the use of vocabulary in familiar contexts related to everyday experiences,
personal interests and topics taught at school (VCELA167)
Listen to and respond orally to texts and to the communication of others in informal and
structured classroom situations using interaction skills, including listening, while others speak
(VCELY174)
Engage in conversations and discussions, using active listening, showing interest, and
contributing ideas, information and questions, taking turns and recognising the contributions of
others (VCELY210)
Listen for specific purposes and information, including instructions, and extend students’ own
and others' ideas in discussions through initiating topics, making positive statements, and
voicing disagreement in an appropriate manner (VCELY244)

3-4

Understand that successful cooperation with others depends on shared use of social
conventions, including turn-taking patterns, and forms of address that vary according to the
degree of formality in social situations (VCELA271)
Listen to and contribute to conversations and discussions to share information and ideas and
negotiate in collaborative situations and use interaction skills, including active listening and
clear, coherent communications (VCELY275)
Understand that social interactions influence the way people engage with ideas and respond to
others (VCELA304)

5-6

Clarify understanding of content as it unfolds in formal and informal situations, connecting
ideas to students’ own experiences, and present and justify a point of view or recount an
experience using interaction skills (VCELY337)
Participate in and contribute to discussions, clarifying and interrogating ideas, developing and
supporting arguments, sharing and evaluating information, experiences and opinions, and use
interaction skills, varying conventions of spoken interactions according to group size, formality
of interaction and needs and expertise of the audience (VCELY366)

Additional Resources:
Obstacle Course for Kids - https://playtivities.com/obstacle-courses-for-kids/
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ACTIVITY 7

Meet a Tree
This activity requires students to engage directly with the
environment through observing and interacting with trees.
Step 1 - Starting with partners, one student out of the pair is
going to be blindfolded.
Step 2 - The other student who is known as the leader will direct
the student to an area (with multiple trees) between 10 - 20m from
the start point.
Step 3 - The leader then takes the blindfolded student to a tree
(ideally a unique tree), the blindfolded student then feels the tree
and using their senses of smell, touch and hearing try and gain an
understanding of what the tree may look like. Students may hug the
tree to get an idea of the width, stretch as high as they can to gain an
understanding of the height.

Equipment & Materials
Blind Folds
Trees
Pencil
Paper

Step 4 - Throughout this time the leader is prompting the blindfolded
student with questions about how high do you think the tree is, what does the tree feel like, is the tree
sticky?
Step 5 - After 1-2 minutes the leader brings the blindfolded student back to the initial area, the student
takes off the blindfold and then using the features they identified they need to try and select the tree they
were previously touching.
Step 6 - Once the student has identified the tree, swap partners and lead the blindfolded student to a
different tree. This activity is well suited to students working on descriptive language and trying to use all
of their senses. Using these descriptive languages students can understand if the tree was wide or
narrow, was the leaves prickly or smooth or even what was the type of bark.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Understand that there are different ways of asking for information, making offers and giving
commands (VCELA200)
Understand that spoken, visual and written forms of language are different modes of
communication with different features and their use varies according to the audience, purpose,
context and cultural background (VCELA234)

5-6

Clarify understanding of content as it unfolds in formal and informal situations, connecting
ideas to students’ own experiences, and present and justify a point of view or recount an
experience using interaction skills (VCELY337)
Make connections between own experiences and those of characters and events represented in
texts drawn from different historical, social and cultural contexts (VCELT365)

Additional Resources:
Meet a Tree - https://www.natureplaymothers.com/post/meet-a-tree-partner-activity
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ACTIVITY 8

Sound Tennis
In this activity students are going to go into the outdoor
environment and plan a game known as sound tennis. This
activity develops students speaking and listening skills and is
well suited to a variety of age groups.
Step 1 - Place students into pairs, once they are in their pairs have
all students go into the outdoor environment.
Step 2 - Once students are outdoors, have the pairs of students
agree on a particular letter, for example students may pick the letter.
Step 3 - Once the letter has been agreed on, students take in pairs
observing the environment around them and they take in turns
saying everything they can see starting with that letter.
for example:
Slide
Sticks
Soccer Ball

Equipment & Materials
No equipment is required

Step 4 - The game stops when one student cannot think of a new word beginning with the chosen letter.
Step 5 - Students then choose a new letter and repeat the process.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Identify rhyming words, alliteration patterns, syllables and some sounds (phonemes) in spoken
words (VCELA168)
Understand the use of vocabulary in everyday contexts as well as a growing number of school
contexts, including appropriate use of formal and informal terms of address in different
contexts (VCELA202)
Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin
to make conscious choices of vocabulary to suit audience and purpose (VCELA237)

Additional Resources:
Sound Tennis - https://childhood101.com/learning-games-for-speaking-listeningthinking/#:~:text=Sound%20tennis%3A%20Players%20agree%20on,beginning%20with%20the%20nomin
ated%20sound.
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ACTIVITY 9

Sound Hunt
In this activity students are going to go into the outdoor
environment and listen to the variety of sounds within the
environment.
Step 1 - Have students go into the outdoor environment and
lay down (can stand if not feasible) in close proximity to one
another.
Step 2 - Once students are settled and quiet ask students close
their eyes and to listen to all the different noises they can hear
outside.
Step 3 - As students are listening you can ask questions such as:
What types of sounds can everyone hear?
What makes that type of sound?
Can anyone hear _____?

Equipment & Materials
Students can use a notebook
and pencil to record down what
they hear.

Step 4 - Once a small period of time is over have students discuss the
types of sounds they heard and what would be making that particular
sound.
This activity requires students to listen to the outdoor environment and then analyse the different types of
noises. As an extension activity students could replicate the different sounds or use a diary to record
down the different sounds.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Listen to and respond orally to texts and to the communication of others in informal and
structured classroom situations using interaction skills, including listening, while others speak
(VCELY174)
Make short presentations, speaking clearly and using appropriate voice and pace, and using
some introduced text structures and language (VCELY211)
Identify, reproduce and experiment with rhythmic, sound and word patterns in poems, chants,
rhymes and songs (VCELT243)

5-6

Clarify understanding of content as it unfolds in formal and informal situations, connecting
ideas to students’ own experiences, and present and justify a point of view or recount an
experience using interaction skills (VCELY337)

Additional Resources:
Outdoor Sound Hunt - https://inspirationlaboratories.com/outdoor-sound-hunt-inspired-by-mr-browncan-moo-can-you/
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ACTIVITY 10

Sketch
This activity can be used as an extension activity 9
highlighted on the previous page, within this activity
students are going to use their speaking and listening skills
to describe and draw the natural environment.
Step 1 - Place students into pairs and then go into the outdoors
(this can be anywhere such as the playground, oval or courtyards
for example) - Students will need pencils and drawing paper.
Step 2 - Once in the outdoors have one student sit down and get
ready to draw (with their pencils and paper).
Step 3 - The student who is not getting ready will look around the
outdoor environment and once everyone is ready they will start to
describe a picture to their partner, this could be of the playground
they are looking at, a cloud, an oval or a bird etc (using as many
descriptive words as possible).

Equipment & Materials
Pencils
Paper

Step 4 - The student who has the pencils will listen to the description and start to draw what they are
listening too (it is important that students who are drawing don't look up and try and guess what their
partner is describing).
Step 5 - Once the description is complete allow the student to complete the drawing, once the drawing is
complete have the student look up and try to pick the “picture” that they have drawn.
Step 6 - Swap the roles of the students so each student gets a turn at speaking and listening.
This activity can be used to highlight the importance of speaking and listening skills as without effective
speaking and listening skills this activity can not be successful.

Curriculum Outcomes
F-2

Recreate texts imaginatively using drawing, writing, performance and digital forms of
communication (VCELT192)
Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin
to make conscious choices of vocabulary to suit audience and purpose (VCELA237)
Listen for specific purposes and information, including instructions, and extend students’ own
and others' ideas in discussions through initiating topics, making positive statements, and
voicing disagreement in an appropriate manner (VCELY244)

Additional Resources:
Listening activities for kids - https://themilitarywifeandmom.com/listening-activities-for-kids/
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TEACHER TOOLKIT 14

Conclusion
There are numerous possibilities to impart Speaking & Listening in the outdoors. These activities provide a
starting point and you are encouraged to develop more teaching outdoors. Most importantly, take as many
opportunities as you can to take your classes outside to learn.
As educators we are continually seeking development If you have feedback or would like to share your
experiences or activities please add a comment on the FUSE Webpage or email
outdoorlearning@outdoorsvictoria.org.au and we will review it and get back to you as soon as possible.
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